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Appeal to Contribute for Common CSR Fund 

Federation of Industries Assocaitions Silvassa <federation.silvassa@gmail.com> Tue, Nov 14, 2017 at 2:52 PM
To: Dadra & Nagar Haveli Industries Association silvassa <dnhmfrs.2009@gmail.com>, silvassa.sia@gmail.com, SIMA
Silvassa <simasilvassa@gmail.com>
Cc: Pinnacle Career Incorporation <pinnaclecareerinc@gmail.com>, chandrakant.parekh@pioneergroup.info, pkj@totalhr.in

 

Dt. 14th November 2017 

Dear Members of Constituent Associations,

We all are aware that our Hon’ble Prime Minister has launched various initiatives to improve upon
quality of life of all segments of society, especially quality of life of weaker sections. Under his
dynamic leadership, various governmental schemes have been in progress.

Following his path, the Administrator of DNH has been very keen to ensure a decent of life quality
to people of our lovely tiny territory. He always thought that industry is backbone of progress and
development of the UT and workers are backbone of the industries. Hence, comforts to workers
need adequate attention of all.

He did not find present housing conditions, in which majority of the worker live in the UT, in the
chawls, which have come up here and there, not satisfactory. He dreamt under the guidance and
leadership of Hon’ble Prime Minister, to develop, if not decent, at least a reasonable and fair
housing for workers. The facts that majority of workforce is of migratory nature and live in the UT
keeping families away at their native place, suggest that dormitories type would be most suitable
module of housing for the DNH workers.



He identified one housing complex, at Dadra, which was developed by the OIDC, as an opportunity
to convert it into a few good dormitories without much efforts and without much investment.

Federation, understanding the vision of the Hon’ble Prime Minister and dreams of our
Administrator, has decided to join the drive and strengthen the move by a very active participation.

Soon an MOU is likely be signed between OIDC and Federation, under which Federation with the
support and help of the industries will develop the Dadra Housing Complex in good dormitories as
per the need of the industries.

Federation feels that this is beginning. Industries will have to discharge many more social
obligations in near future, hence, it is necessary to create a common CSR fund at Federation.

On behalf of Federation, therefore, I appeal all of you to come forward and allocate some fund
generously to proposed common CSR fund of the Federation.

Donor industries will be issued the certificates of CSR by the local Administration, as has been
done in past.

I am sure, like earlier occasions, we will demonstrate of dutifulness towards the society.

For more details, please be in touch with Sh. Atul Shah, Dr. R Shelke, Sh. Narendra Trivedi or Sh.
P K Jadia.

Regards

Chandrakant Kathawala

President     
 


